
I am writing to urge support of a safe passing law for cyclists on ACT roads. I ride a bicycle every 
day. I use it to commute, to shop and for recreation, and have done so for the 25 years of my adult 
life. Cars and trucks regularly pass me at less than 1 metre distance, often at high speed, often 
with on-coming traffic. They are not currently breaking any law. That is wrong. !
CURRENT LAW INADEQUATE!
The law, as it currently stands, is completely inadequate. A car can pass a bicycle at any speed, 
including 100km/h, at any distance from a bicycle and not be in breach of any Australian or ACT 
road rule. The current negligent driving, menacing driving and similar laws are too nebulous to be 
of any use. A 1 metre safe passing law quantifies it so that it is scientific, specific and unarguable. !
WORLD PERSPECTIVE:!
Cyclists are a very vulnerable road user group. The more a society looks after its vulnerable 
groups, the more civilised and enlightened that society is. It is worth noting that most European 
countries, several Canadian provinces and 21 US states already have a 1m (or 3 feet) safe 
passing rule, and many European countries are moving towards a 1.5m rule. Queensland is 
already trialing a 1 metre safe passing law. I find it ironic that Queensland and Alabama are ahead 
of the A.C.T in respect to safe cycling laws. !
CLIMATE CHANGE AND HEALTH!
The A.C.T. has a commitment to reduce carbon emissions by 40% by 2020. How better to do that 
than by encouraging more people to ride bicycles. To do that, we must have a comprehensive 
infrastructure and a safe legal framework. Further, more cycle safety means more people on bikes, 
leading to a healthy community. This is an ideal way to help combat the obesity epidemic. !
EFFECT OF TRAFFIC FLOW!
This law will require cars and trucks to slow down and occasionally wait until it is safe to overtake a 
cyclist. That slowing of traffic is a small price to pay for safety. In many instances whether or not a 
car can pass a cyclist makes no difference to traffic flow - on city roads, I usually catch up to cars 
that have passed me at the next intersection or traffic lights. They have not gained any time. !
ENFORCEABILITY!
Some laws are difficult to enforce, but that does not mean that they should not be laws. I can think 
of several ways this law could be enforced. If a car hits a law abiding cyclist, then they have 
obviously breached a safe passing law. An increasing number of cyclists are using on-bike video 
cameras such as the GoPro, Fly6 (www.fly6.com) and Rideye (www.rideye.com).These cameras 
can provide concrete evidence if a car or truck passes within 1 meter of a cyclist. !
As well as being the father of three, I am a medical specialist, and run the trauma operating theatre 
at Canberra Hospital several days each month. I have close calls with cars and trucks on my 
commute almost every week, mainly because cars and trucks pass too closely to my bike. I really 
don't want to end up the the operating table or the morgue slab in my own hospital. !
I look at a safe passing law as a no-brainer, and am surprised that this needs to be debated at all! !
sincerely 
Dr Robert Lang 
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